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Allen courts square
Allen a self-described 'commonsense Jejfersonian Republican'

Bill would probe
area for natural
gas, oil off coast

NEWS H'fTOR

The United States first sicp in
moving away from its dependency un
foreign gas and oil may occur close
In home for man) JMU students fmm
the Tidewater region ot Virginia
Virginia Beach Senator Prank W.
Wagner (R) is one of the chief sponsor* of a bill lo explore the natural gas
in the waters off of the beach's 35mile coast The search could result in
the detection of oil deposits, which it
drilled, could move (he nation closer
to self-sufficiency.
This past winter, the federal government gave Virginia lawmakers (he
opportunity to lift the 25-year-old
moratorium prohibiting dnlhng on
the Eastern Seaboard for natural gas
'There is so much potential for
good things to come init of explonng

addition to the
apprehension
of
long-term
environmental
damage, many
fear what the accumulation oi Oill
rigs to the nearby shore would do to
the scenery, on and offshore
"I don't want io walk on the beach
and see an oil rig sticking (Hit of the
ocean." said senior Brooks Roysier.
whose family has owned a summer
home in Northern Virginia Beach for

illegal actions with amnesty."
Allen also said restoring
wilues comes from reforming
the judicial branch. He laid he
Supported .1 Federal marriage
amendment to the Constitution
that would define marriage as
between men and women.
In addition, he
warned
courts that have amended the
Bill of Rights by judicial dm ree
"Courts must apply the law,
not Invent ihe UtW, Allen said.
"They must not legislate

Bnean dependence wee an*

JUAN HIM.I I mffpheupmplm
Virginia Sen. George Allen visited Court Square as part of hit re-election tour.

other talking point ot the srn.itor. He urged Virginia to pursue
clean coal and nuclear power
options instead of increase reliance on foreign fuel.

An investigation is underwuy lo identify four male suspects who allegedly abducted and sexually assaulted a female
JMU student early Sunday morning
According lo the Timely Notification
Bulletin issued by JMU Police on April 10,
the incident occurred on ihe IMHI block of
a Devon Lane apartment complex. Al approximately I am .an IH-year-old female
was walking in the area when a four door,
older-model sedan pulled up along side of

her. There were tour males in ihe car
The victim claims she heard one of the
occupants ask her for a "light " She was
unclear as lo what she was jsked. so she
walked closer to the vehicle One ot ihe
occupants got out of ihe car and pushed
her into the real leal, where ihe two males
there allegcdl) proceeded to sexually as
sjuli her
The driver of Ihe vehicle proceeded
lo University Boulevard near ihe Convo-

Ihe senator also focused on
education reform He has supported legislation to provide
more tuition assistance tor men
and women in the armed Ml
\ iirs Allen encouraged more
young people to become more
interested in siu'iue and engineering.
But, some members of the
JMU College Republicans don't
necesearil) believe thai Allen
and former Democratic Govsjt
nor Mark Warner will dominate
the 200H prrsKiiMitial lampaign.
Sophomore political si u-nce major larrett Ray thinks it would be
Rood for young political science
majors though.
We'd all be fat and happy
with jobs.'' he said. Ray Ones
think Allen will run in the primaries
Rav even said Allen is stepping
away
from
President
Bush's trail Rav said Bush exemplifies
ni'o Reaganite
big
government, while Allen stands
tor small government.
"He's almost libertarian in
that ir.stan.e "
fellow group members AshIcy Bertoni and Maria Fort think
Allen's re-election campaign m
Virginia won'l be without its
challenges, but the) aay Allen is
popular nonetheless
[ S.
C ongrcssman
Bob
Uoodlatte
(R),
representing
Virginia's 6th district said the
Republican's ability
to hold
Washington rests on the party's
sccomposhments "We want to
tell people our StOffy." rW said
"We are Ofllj limited In
our imaginations and our hard
work,
Allen said m closing
"Keep smiling, ue re going tO
stand strong tor freedom

SGA passes
two bills,
a program

Alleged gang rape investigated
cation Center. The girl was then pushed
out of the car and ihe vehicle drove uway.
The young woman returned to campus to
report the crime lo a residence hall staff
member
Of the suspects, three were Caucasian

Quorum not made
to eliminate
chief ofstaff

ami one was possibly Hispanic Police ia)
it .incsicd. ihe suspects will face charges
ot .ituliMinn am) sexual assault.
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Kaine signs college
campus safety law
Bill attempts to
strengthen campus
law enforcement

the past six years
The bill said the ngs used for
drilling gas would be at least M) miles

B> (AC Ml Coil

offshore, about "twice as far as a person could see t rum the coast." according to The Washington POM There
have been no statements about where
the ngs would be placed in the future
it oil were lobe drilled
Sophomore Adam Cn«ss of Ports
mouth has spent almost every summer
weekend over the past several years

A new campus safety law passed
last week in Virginia by (iov Timothy M Kaine will focus on creating

body-boarding off of the coast "I am
kind of in between on how I feel about
this." Cross said "It would be good to

Sims M strengthening campus police,
increasing accountability and cm
powering college communiiies. The
campus safety law will be effective
[Ms suinmer and the office will have
until July 2007 to sel standards

help the economy and create jobs, but
it there is a nsk in hurting the environment, it's not worth it all "

doesn't come from ■ mullah."
County

on Wednesday .is usual. What
was unusual was the pretence
of Virginia Sen. George Allen,
who officially declan'd his candidacy for re-election for this
war\ senatorial race.
"The bell tolls for our urgency." Allen aaJd as the dodc rung
throughout downtown Harnsonburg.
He called himself a "common-sense letfersonian Republican '
lo illustrate this, (he BtnatOf
is on .1 statewide tour, pushing I
Mfiea of platform points that he
calls "missions." One point he
■OFtMCd WM the importance O)
an effective immigration polk v.
"A border dt>es not just secure our freedom," he said. "It
secures our destiny
Allen continued by say the
United States is a nation of immigrants, but is also a nation of
laws
VYc should nol encourage

CONTRIBUTING WRITE K

residents
of
the
Tidewa
ter region are
also concerned
about the effect
exploration and
possible drilling will have
on tourism In

Rockingham

i ourthouM'i l>i'll rang at il am

MEGHAN PATWCK

Sierra Club Michael Town to The
Washington Post Town, along wuh
other local and national opponents.
feel energy conservation and efficiency is the best short term solution
to the energy
needs of the
country
Many

"We need more energy for
America,'' Allen said
"That

■Y DOMINIC DFSMONO

The

oft the coast." said Wagner in an interview with The Washington Post "It
would spur economic development,
create jobs and possibly help reduce
our dependence on foreign oil."
There has been much debate
over the exploration project, which is
proposed to OfiSHS between 20O7 and
2011.
"Before any meaningful discussion of offshore drilling, there must
be some sense of the potential size
of the natural gas reserve." Virginia
Gov. Tim Kaine said in a staiemenl to
the Associated Press Friday.
"Absenlthatinftirmation.il isim
possible to fairly weigh the benefits of
offshore energy against the numerous
concerns expressed by the public"
This amendment supports the federal
plan to determine how much natural
gas exists 50 or more miles olf the Atlantic Coast
Opponents to the bill teel it is
dangerous to nsk the chance of Itmglerm harm to the cnvinmment that oil
drilling and a possible oil spill would
bring
"Lifting the moratorium is not going to solve our energy problems, and
it might lead to other coast pniblcms,"
said executive director of Virginia's

The best ways to avoid the
onset of spring fever.

Archery's Braden Gellenthien
hits the bull's-eye.

A plaintive plea for an actual
Easter break.
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Tidewater
targeted by
Va. Senate
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a centralized college law enforcement office.
The Dailx News Record reported
ihe College Law Enforcement Center will "sel standards for campus
police departments" The bill, also

The Student Senate had its last
meeting of Ihe currently elected
senators and Executive Council
Tuesday, beginning discussion on
a cotuttitaSJonal amendment re
garding Ihe chief of stall position,
passing one contingency bill and
donating two program grants to organization-.

Confident in safely practices Oil
JMU. some official! believe thai
bill will act as reinforcement ot an
already efficient campus ISJM) >ss
lem As reponed in The lhul\ Wi *
Keionl. JMC spokesperson Andy
Perrine said. "A lot of the work has
already been done, but we're always
looking lo gel better"
JMU Chief of Police Lee Sniffled agrees
"I believe that this new legislation re-enforces what we have been
doing for years and that is providing a professional law enforcement
service that truly understands what
'serve and protect' means ■
nuances associated with a campus
community "
On campus, the police arc optimistic abool the future of the bill
Shifrleii welcomes ihe new legislation

see SAFETY, page 3

Seaatoi Oearj Cox (Si > proposed a constitutional amendment
that would eliminate the SGA'l
Chief ol Staff position anil instead
transfer lhat position's duties to the
vice president of administrative afrsirs Currently, the Chief ot Staff
seises as a liaison between SGA's
executive Itafl and executive council
"This is a redundancy wc arttrying lo eliminate." Cox said
" 1 his cuts out ihe middle man. an
egregious disconnect between the
executive

council

and executive

stall"
Senator Robert

moid

II

11

Burden (So I

agreed with Cox
"I see the chiet ot Itafl II IB
unnecessary Hsison bstWOSD "Hi

MKM

COfl and Staff," he said.

Kalne's college campus safety law will take
effect this summer.
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How to place a classified: Go to www.tne-
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p.m. ■ Cost: $5.00 for the first 10 words, $3 for
each additional 10 words; boxed classified, $10
per column inch. ■ Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday lor Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office
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BY JENESSA KII.DALL/.S>.V/(W WRITER

Property damage
A JMU sludenf reported $200 worth of damage to a windshield ol a vehicle parked in P-Lot April 7 at 7:30 p.m.

IpeOUUKftiBMWt KAu

A JMU student reported a fire extinguisher was discharged
in a lobby area and outside on the sidewalk and bushes
An exit sign over a door was also removed at Chesapeake
Hall April 9 at 12 am.
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Dominic Deamond

Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 29: 72
Number of parking tickets since Aug 29 21,720
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Contact Us

The Breeze, the studentrun newspaper of James
Madison University, serves
student and faculty readership by reporting news
involving
the
campus
and local community. The
Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in its
First Amendment rights

CREATING A NATIONAL
MODEL OF ENGAGED
LEARNING IN LEGAL
EDUCATION

ELON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Opening in Greensboro - August 2006
Now accepting applications for the charter class.

web site: law.elon.edu
for complete information and online application
Toll free: (888) ELON-LAW ■ E-mail: law@elon.edu

■ Emphases on total student
development exceptional
legal knowledge and
skills, leadership and
civic involvement, and
international study

The Breeze is published Monday and
Thursday mormngs and distributed
throughout James Madrson University
and me local Hamsonborg commjnrty
Comments and complaints should be
addrssssd to Matthew Stoss editor
Main Telephone:

(540)568-6127

Advertising Department:
(540)568-6127
Editor: Matthew Stoss
(540) 568-6749
breezeedrtot^hotmail. com
stossmr
News Desk:
540) 568-6699
breeze/Tews Onofme/V. com
Arts snd Entertainment Desk:
(540)568-3151
DAMi
ireezearts Qhotmail. com
Sports Desk:
(540) 568-6709
breezesportsQhotmail. com
Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinionQhotmail. com
Photo/Graphics:
(540) 568-8
18-9041
bn
yreezephotoQhotmail. com
br&ezegraphicsQhotmail. com

■ Learning experiences in (he
area's leading law firms, federal
and state courts, businesses,
government agencies and
nonprofit organizations

■ Partner with the American
Judicature Society's
Institute of Forensic
Science and Public Policy a
new national organization
located near the law school
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^Facility

MAILING ADDRESS
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeqer Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Harnsonburq, Virqima
22807
"
^
Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Go to www.thebreeze.
org and dick on the classified link or come into the
office weekdays between
8am and5p.m.
■ Cost. $5.00 for the first
10 words. S3 for each additional 10 words; boxed
classified, $10 per column
inch.
■ Deadlines noon Friday
for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday
issue
■ Classifieds must be paid
m advance in The Breeze
office

m-f9am-8pm
sat 9am-5pm

■ Home of the North
Carolina Business Court.
which handles business
litigation in the school's
courtroom and facilities
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A non-studenl was charged with drunk in public in the
Godwin Hall area April 8 at 8:09 p.m.
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too much more mmwmtm
GET YOUR FREE PIC HURT!!!
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Serving lunch and Dinner
Banq^^^cilities Sealing up to
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I >() for I Special Occasions
Sun
Brunch I I a.m.
p.m.
As Always, We
e PlBsed toCate to Your Tastes.
380 University Blvd. WV
lepleasuresjl Lfurant.com (540) 564-2988

COME IN AND CET A CLUB CARD,
PURCHASE S BBQ COMBO MEALS
AND CET A FREE PIC T SHIRT!
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rinerrentals.com

540-438-8800

Lewis Street
3 Bedrooms, I Bath
IVater ln< haled In renl
u.iik in campus

Large I Bedroom Units
On Site Laundry
Walk in 1 .impus

Prices Starting at $183.33 per Person. Leases Beginning in June, July or August.
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Educators voice
concern over rising
debt and teaching
profession
wt

New Web
site offers
monetary
incentive
to job
seeker

LAUREN SEABSON

STAFF WHITER

A new report released by the U.S. Public
Interest Research Group says that 30 percent
of public and 50 percent of private college graduates with student loans will face
unmanageable debt starting off as teachers
or social workers in Virginia.
According to a press release, the U.S.
PIRG compared student debt of recent graduates with the starting salaries of teachers
and social workers in the state. With this
information, they determined the percentages of people in these careers that would
not be able to pay back student loans.
Rose Garr, of the U.S. PIRG's midAtlantic field office, said in the press
release, "Public servants like teachers and
social workers are vital to the success of our
communities. Unfortunately, high student
loan debt can prevent many students from
embarking on these critical yet low-paying
careers."
JMU College of Education Dean Phillip
Wishon said these statistics show the extent
to which society seems to value particular
lines of work more so than others.
"We should all feel grateful that most
individuals who heed ihe call of such professions as teaching, social work and nursing,
do so for much more substantially important
and rewarding reasons than salary."
As an IDLS and early childhood education major from Woodbridge, junior
Samantha Albright said teaching in Virginia
is a major concern because she will most
likely have to take on a second job in order
to pay off her loans.
"I really do think it will sway people away
[from the major| because the stress of trying to
get financially stable after college is too much
for some people to handle." she said.
The U.S. PIRG issued the report to draw
attention to the problem of undergraduate
student loan debt. The release of this informa-

Rewards can vary
between $50 and
$200 per referral
BY JAMES UWIN
SENIOR WRITER

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION by EVAN DYSOWphoto tdat*
Escalating debt, due to rising tuition costs at public and private universities, are making It Increasingly difficult for new teachers In Virginia to make ends meet with their salaries.
tion follows the $12 billion cut to the student loan
programs Congress passed in February. According
to the press release, this cut came mostly at the
expense of students and parents.
Garr said, "Making students increasingly reliant on larger and larger student loans to pay
for college stops some students from pursuing
their dreams." With a strengthened investment
from states and the federal government through
increases in grant aid and more affordable loans,
she said, college costs will be less of an issue for
students and parents.
Wishon agreed and said the state of Virginia
should do more to help local school divisions forgive up to 100 percent of a student's college loan
in exchange for agreeing to teach for a specified
period of time, a program that is already in effect
in some parts of the state.

"The least local communities and the state can
do is help ensure that these professionals are able
to earn a livable wage, repay college loans and
invest a bit in their own families' futures."
According to Associate Dean of Education
Steven Faircnild, many students expressed concern about earning potential as a teacher, especially after hearing difficulties their friends have
laced
"To make ends meet, some students continue
to live at home and teach while others choose
to share living arrangements and expenses with
other new teachers," he said.
Albright is one such student who, despite her
concern, still wants to become a teacher and work
with children. She said. "I know that a lot of us are
fortunate that we can move back in with our families and save up to become financially stable."

The many woes of high gas prices
Increasing costs
adversely affecting
commuters, pizza
delivery personnel
BY DOMINIC DESMOND

MEWS rum*
I lu- national average price for
unleaded gasoline has jumped about
33 cents sun e last month to about $2.69
per gallon, according to the Anurn.in

Automobile Association.

EVAN DYSOCtyftofffnAnv
Gas price* In Harrisonburg have risen this week to $2.69 per
Ballon. This follows the nationwide trend of rising prices, which
are expected to Increase more during the summer.

AAA expects prices to increase 10
to 20 cents between now and Memorial
Day if the price of crude oil rises above
$70 per barrel
Regardless of the price of gas now Of
down the road, people have to drive, and
in some cases, have to deliver pizza.
Rich McDonough of Kee/letown
s.ivs he drives anywhere trom 30 to hi)
miles during his 10-hour shifts on weekend nights for Dave's Taverna Express.
McDonough is not paid per mile and
must front the cost of gas himself. He
said the gas prices are getting bad.
"Some customers seem to be tipping
with that in mind," he said. "But when
you get stiffed, it's pretty bad."
|\ll students ,iiid Harrisonburg leaidents shouldn't be so concerned that
they'll have to pay extra fof l slue of
pizza, though.
loin Davis, manager ot Have's
I xpress, said the rising gas prices would

not necessarily affect pizza by the slice
directly. Davis said transportation companies already tally gas into the overall
cost when shipping foodstuffs.
Martha Mitchell, manager of public
affairs for AAA mid-Atlantic division,
believes these current gas prices can
affect everything.
"Ingredients do have to get to the
pizza store," she said.
Some area residents are also feeling
their wallets wear thin.
"It's draining the pocket," said Blue
Ridge Community College freshman
Seth Hendrick. "It's affecting the economic system for me right now — you
always see that kind of spike about this
time"
Hendrick said when he drives about
71 miles a day going from school to
work, he has to fill up twice a week. "I've
got no money for cigarettes, man."
Currently, Virginia has the seventhlowest average price for unleaded gasoline and is also toward the lower end
in terms of a state gas tax, resting at
17.5 cents. Hawaii holds the highest
tuel prices, resting at about $2.97 per
gallon.
According to AAA, gas prices will
continue to climb in the long term, but
drivers can increase fuel economy by
slowing down and by removing ski
r.u ks tops ot cars to reduce drag.
But when McDonough's car is filled
with pizza from 10 different orders, he
stil! has to drive. He doesn't mind it,
(hough. His music keeps him company.
"I get to get out of the restaurant,"
he said. "I get to see what's going on
around downtown."

SGA: Quorum was not met during meeting
SGA, from front
However, the current chief of staff, junior Betsy Anderson, said the duties might be too much for one person to handle.
"It's going to overload them too much," Anderson
said. She also added, "There could be a conflict of interest."
The bill was not further debated due to the senate
not meeting quorum. At yesterday's meeting, 45 senators were present. The body needs 49 senators present
in order to debate and decide whether an amendment
should be passed. This is the fourth time this year that
the senate has been unable to meet quorum.
In other affairs, Senator Cory Winter (Sr.) reported
that last week, the finance committee voted whether to
recommend an Intervarsity contingency bill to the senste.
With two in favor, one against and two abstaining
from voting, a majority of voting members was not
achieved.
However, during Tuesday's meeting, IV members
Tim Drummond and Laura Boyer, both juniors, implored the senate to pass the bill, which would cover
a registration fee for a two-week trip to the Dominican
Republic. The bill was IV's second request to the SGA
this year.
The trip, Drummond said, is through the nonprofit
organization Students International and the registration
fee would cover one person out of the 32-person group.
Drummond also pointed out that investing JMU students in a different culture could be very beneficial to

the university community.
"It's really giving i gnat \ leu of «i different culture,"
Drummond s,ml
Winter agreed, adding that this trip may help spread
JMU's name, and therefore increase JMU's international
student numbers.
"We don't have very many international students,"
Winter said. "|The trip| is just one way to meet helpful,
great JMU students "
With 48 senators voting in favor and one abstaining,
the contingency bill was passed
The Latino Student Alliance requested a $10,000 program grant to fund a speaker as part of Hispanic Heritage Month, which begins Sept. 15.
The speaker, Rigoberta Menchu of Guatemala, won
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1M92 for campaigning for human rights, especially tor those of indigenous people.
Members of LSA highlighted the importance of having Menchu at JMU, due to the large amount of Hiapan
ics in the Harrisonburg community.
The senate had unanimous consent in donating LSA
the requested funding.
The second organization to ask for a grant was the
American Choral Dlfcctor'l Association, requesting
$5,000 for their annual Choral Festival. The Choral Festival, said treasurer Kathryn Neff (Jr.), is an opportunity
to bring high school students from the area to perlorm
with JMJJ students. I his year, she added, students from
Marvland high schools may join the festival.
With unanlmOUl consent ttM grant was given to the
ACDAas well.

A recent entrepreneurial endeavor
involving a )MU graduate could prove
fruitful for future online job seekers.
JMU alumnus Anthony Venafro
('04) is a sales representative and recent
co-founder of WorkCiant.com, an interactive Web site geared toward connecting employers and employees to fill
job openings. WorkGiant operates on
performance based recruibng. where
clients onlv pay the network upon
making a hire off the site —unlike
Monster and Career Builder, both of
which charge flat fees for employers to
post job openings.
rhe idea, Venafro said, is to expose
the hidden job market.
"It's one of our big selling points,"
Venafro said. "Companies can't afford
to post all of their jobs, so they only
post the essentials. They'll see this as an
opportunity to post more openings."
The beauty, Venafro said, lies in
WorkCiant's flexible policy. Employers
have no barrier to entry. They can post
and search databases for free unbl the
position has been filled. As for |ob seekers, WorkGiant also involves a rewards
system, benefiting both the company
and the individual.
"It's mainly an incentive to the job
seeker," Venafro said. "You recommend
the site to a friend and if they land a job
through WorkGiant you get a bonus."
The cash incentives range from $50
to $200 per referral. Like employers, job
seekers also join the Web site for free
and maintain their referrals for life.
"This combines the besi .ittnbutes
of all job searches," Venafro said.
"Monster gives you the exposure but at
a pnee. Craig's List is tree but doesn't
give you the exposure. Ihis site will
eventually give you both."
In a top-heavy industry- dominated by Monster and Career Builder,
WorkGiant is attempting to gain ,t
foothold bv offenng unlimited ,\< I
something co-founders Dave Medinis
and Kevin Romnev made a priority
when they pitched the network's theme
three months ago. Thus far, the technique has been slow to catch on, but
career development personnel say the
logic is sound.
To succeed, WorkGiant will have to
thrive off its ability to network with the
newest wave of college graduates, and
that's where Venafro and other sales
reps come into play. His sister Angela, a
senior hospitality and tounsm management major, and his fiancee Elizabeth
Salamone, a senior business marketing
major, jumped on-board early.
"By inviting other people to |oin the
site, WorkGiant benefits the job seeker,"
Salamone said. "I'm going to invite all
my friends and they'll do the same with
their fnends. F.vervone is going to want
a piece of the pie."
Pot more information cm WorkGiant
visit imrkgiant.com/signup.

SAFETY: Bill includes
funds for campus law center
SAFETY, from front
"1 believe in the new legislation.
Il will provide campus law enforcement officers training specific to
our environment."
Shifflett said campus police officers have to be trained in every
way a municipal officer is. Many
of JMU's officers worked in municipal police departments or sheriffs
departments prior to working at
JMU.
It takes about 12 to 18 months
on the |ob training to become an effective campus officer, even with
five to 10 years experience in a municipal setting.
Kaine's bill includes funding
for Ihe creation of the Campus Law
Enforcement Center in the Department of Criminal Justice Services.
As indicated by the nonprofit
organization, Virginia21, goals of
the Center include: setting principles for hiring staff, training and
certification standards for campus
police and security departments,
generating policy and procedure

ideas for campus law enforcement
offices, and helping college security and police departments implement these goals efficiently.
JMU provides full-service police protection to the campus community through its Office of Public

Safety.
Out of a group of 30 sworn
and commissioned police officers, all have comprehensive arrest powers.
I here are 19 full-time and five
part-time officers in uniform who
Eatrol the campus and residence
all areas 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
With the new legislation, public
universities across Virginia are required to strive for alt 27 best practices
Officer Shifflett has expressed
that JMU met and exceeded 25 of
the 27 best practices.
"1 believe this legislation will
only ensure that each universitv
community is receiving the service
that they deserve."
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ggt your Sudoku fix.

The Breeze

Do more this summer at NOVA!

Coll and Ask For
Student Special

XL Cheese Pizza
$5.99
Single Topping Pizza
S6.99
2 Topping Pizza

^

540 4320200
1762 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

We
Deliver!
$7.50 minimum
Ilex Accepted

$7.99

• Get ahead in your studies

(pick up only)

• Tackle a tough course

Lunch Special
$5.25
Dinner Special

• Explore a new subject
• Advance your career
Enroll now! Classes start May 15 and June 27.

$6.99

Save money! Virginia residents pay only S81.98 a credit.

Over 20 Items!

Northern Virginia Community College
www. n vcc. edu

703-323-3000

Unique...
*»

Once you tan here there is no
( i> in 11,11 i Min

Ic.tmiii'
l»'i»nnii>

'

v

"I wish I had found
this salon.when I was a freshman"
-Ashley .

Are Here
fome see what everyone^
is talking about!

Gifts, Home Decor
and store mission!

£~/ &(/Pfsfe &V&CC6

Unique items handcrafted by skilled artisans in
over 30 countries who are paid a fair wage for
their work.
Jewelry, planters, instruments, tablecloths,
coffee, and much more!

SPECIAL

i

*

! 6 Sessions for $251
This place is so clean" "
-Evety^^fuV
Now Open at 7:30 "M"
-bam
oi« Carrte
No Ixmg Wait Times
Competitive Pricing with the area's cleaned s.ilon and most Friendly service.

243 Neff Avenue

www.tanntngtruth.com

540-438-8267

^^^^L

FAIRLY

TRADED HANDICRAFTS

@ Gift & Thrift Inc.
Mt. Clinton Pike, Hanisonburg
540.433.4880

For those of you who missed it!
For those of you who loved it!

A special JMU event returns
Mainstreet Bar & Grill's Exclusive

WET AND WILD NEW YORK STYLE

M PARTY!
ril 13th at 9:00pm
4 Featuring
A HUGE foam party pit
Live DJ
\'"
Dancing all night long
Swimsuits - Soap on a rope - Shower caps
Anything goes, as the most insane party in The Valley returns
PICTURE FROM WWW.MAINSTREETROCKS COM

CAN YOU SURVIVE THE FOAM?
MAINSTREET BAR & GRILL IS LOCATED AT
153 SOUTH MAIN ST HARRISONBURG
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL THE MAINSTREET PARTY LINE: 433-MAIN (6246)
FOR FOAM PARTY PICTURES VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT VYWW.MAINSTREETR0CKS.COM
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ATTENTION SENIORS:
Pick up your

SENIOR WEEK
PACKET OF MATERIALS

ACROSS
I Cuuk clams
'»CivviM
II It came from Montana
ISPartofPST
18 Tom's temptation
20 Looked like Lothario?
21 • Rios. Jamaica
22 She's.i "sheep date
23 Plummet <>r Pays

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
at The Commons, The Festival,
and in Showker Lobby
BesuretiiiL-itlhe uebsilc/vnlctotis M ,illIbe,khnilw< /orli* net*

www.jmu.edu/alumni/semorweek
rj

JAMES
MADISON

U N I V I R S I T Y.

Alumni Association
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27 l.iKouniered
28 Caddie competitor
M) PUcfct'l ftiod
31 Cliff hanger?
.12 The Chipmunks.e.g.
33 Houston athletes
37 Covenants
38 Riddle: Part 2
43 Pindaric poetry
44 Libertine
45 Lo mein land
4A Culp/Cosby series
48 "Three Times a I .ad\"
group
52 Competent
M - standstill
57 High peak
58 Pans' prize
50. Adulterate
61 Singer Campbell
f>2 Hard to find

63 Certain horse
M-Rais'"
60 Riddle: Pan 3
73 Stadium
74 Diva Maria
76 Stroll
77 Miami's county
70 Hunky-dory
80 Warns
82 Plankton connoisseur
84 Insert dialogue
87 Pro- (for now)

ttSuflow* a
89 "Utopia" author
01 Self-smitten
93 Broadcast
05 Gymnast Korbut
or.Giotkh
"SRidJjc P.lLl
104 Celti

105 Pack up the lent
106 Boot pan
107 Cross words?
108 Indian export
UN Hockey's Kolzig
110 Health club
113 Answer to riddle
119 Type of embroidery
121 Porgy pan
122 Room without a
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123 Common contraction
124 622 event

125
126
127
128

US 1 t
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Poseidon's domain
Model Macpherson
Share knowledge
Acts like a grandparent

DOWN
1 Con game
2 Subdue Simba
3"L'-.c'est mot"
4 Sheridan or Sothem
5 Violin virtuoso
6 Trims the turf
7 "Not spinach again!"
8 Neighbor of Ga.
9 Asian holiday
10 A mean Amin
11 Fertilizer ingredient
12 Sore
13 Haggard heroine
14 Fountain offering
15 Tenor Ian
Il Ittixptcts
17 rums over
19 Michael of Monti
Python
25 Tcll's partner
26 Prepared
29 Westminster winner
32 Swarm Iwithl
33 Wan
34 Goes downhill fast''
35 Decimal base
36 Nutritional abbr.
38 '77 Richard Hams

"*

iM

31 Mislead
40 Speed 41 "God's Little -"'('58
film)

■

M,

IM

I.-*

"

).'

■07

film

■

42 Art medium

90 Burrowing critter
91 Ruark's "Something
of-"
92 " makes the heart
93 Wine word

470on

94

49"Bullerlteld8'author
5X1 Strauss'" Kosenk.i
vaher"
51 CoulunerCassuu
52 Busy as 53 Comic Koseanne
54 - vera
55 "American Bandstand" viewer
J6 Novelist Seton
59Gorp ingredients
60 Narcissus' nymph
(.1 Skirt shaper
62 Depend Km)
63 "Yo!" at the library
65 Brother ot Zeus
H, (ilasgow guy
67 Daily receipts
68 lack of "Rio Ixibo"
70 Demists directive

96 Stephen kini: hook

la-la

97 "MM
'>*> Swimmer tiertnuli100 Tide type
101 Fashion monogram
102 Teach a tackle
103 Moves or Nobel
104 Fish hook.
108 Commuter's charge
109 Promise
IIO'M'A'S'H'Emmy
winner
111 Fin's t.nlui
112 Cry of concern
114 Dolores- Rio

115 Milliner's creation
116 Bonanza material

117 Arthur of "Maude"
118 Stateside Lid.
120 Inflatable item?

•| Head -<v
72Cheeseboardili.ii.c
75 Literary pseudonym
78 Chicken ■ king
81 kd. of country
H2 Baby beagle
83 Wolf wail
84 Barbie, Ken or
Chucky
85 Prod
86 Bracelet bit
89 Mine car

See todaj *s
answers
online at
the breeze.OIK

Need more space for you and rubber ducky?

There is a bathroom for every room at Sunchase!
Check out the bedrooms and spacious baths at

Contact us for more information

WWW

!■« M 1

T

MM

24 Riddle: Part I

66 Thai's no bull!

APRIL 1721

'
9
M

I*

^V"

www.sunchase.net

540-442-4800

LQllAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

OPINION

Brian Goodman. Editor
breezfopinion@hotmail £om
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Examining Iraq leaves As victims continue to die, Sept 11 still wont
questions unanswered

It was only a paltry little sidebar story, but the
signs are troubling: the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11
are still killing people.
The autopsy results for 34-yearold fames Zadroga, who passed
• ■"I BI
away in January, were released
Kl>lTORI \l
^V his family and union Tuesday,
J_
__1 who assert that the police detective is the first casualty attributed
to debris exposure after the terrorist attack "It is
till with a reasonable degree of medical certainty,"
according to the report by the Ocean County, N.J..
medical examiner's office, "that the cause of death
in this case is related to the 9/11 incident."
The report comes amid a firestorm class action
lawsuit resulting from more than two dozen deaths
which families and their attorneys daim are related to
the exposure to the dust released by the building collapse, which has been estimated to contain more than
one million tons of powdered debris. But Zadroga's
death is the first officially attributed to the rescue effort. Ater spending 470 hours working sifting through
Ground Zero with a paper mask as his only respiratory protection, he began suffering a chronic cough,
shortness of breath and acid reflux, quickly followed
by nightmares and headaches. His condition deteriorated rapidly from there, soon requiring regular use
of oxygen tanks, antibiotics and steroid injections, and
prompting his early disability retirement in November
2004. He was found dead by his father on his bedroom
floor three months ago, with matenal "consistent with
dust" in his lungs and damage to his In IT. heart and
spleen, according to the coroner. He is survived by his
parents, wife and 4-year-old daughter.
His family has judiciously declined to participate
in the class-action lawsuit choosing instead to proactively use his passing to ad vocate further health screening programs for emergency workers and survivors of
the attack. They all knew it was detrimental to their
health," his father said, "yet they stayed there."
Terrifyingly, this may only be the tip of a very
tragic iceberg. Like most disasters, both manmade and natural, much of the damage is slow
in coming. As the lawsuit claims, it may only be
a matter of time before respiratory disease, cancer
and the like further thin out the survivors the terrorists were unable to get to themselves.
The family's temperate response is a wonderful testament to Zadroga; resisting the temptation to sue their
way through their gnef sets them a class above, and is
much more of an honor to his memory. It can only be
hoped that as more and more cases like Zadroga's surface, his family's model will be followed. The less money, resources and time spent fighting over the dead is
more spent on protecting the living from a similar fate.

IY ANTHONY Kll lit i
COVTH/IU7IMC ivurrnt
We are now ihnv years into Operation Iraqi Freedom. The consensus is Saddam Hussein did not possess weapons of mass destruction
and had nothing to do with the attacks on Sept. 11. 2001; thus making
President George W. Bush a liar. We all know
that US., British, French, Italian, German, EgypBRII
tian, lordaxuan and Russian intellegence agenPERSPECTIVES cies thought Hussein possessed WMDs. We also
know that the mainsteam media has proven
Hussein's WMD program as a myth.
For example, two weeks ago TV New York Times printed a story saying
how Saddam had fooled everyone about possessing WMIX According
to Trie New tenV Times. Hussein informed his top generals three months bete me start of the occurxttkw that he cud nrt We WMIX
Times offers this as proof that there were no WMIX. Last week, MSNBC
started a story: "In the period before the Iraq war, the CIA and the Bush
administration eiToneously believed that Saddam Hussein was hiding
major programs for weapons of mass destruction." MSNBC introduced
an Iraqi diplomat Nap Sabri. who was ckae to Hussein. Sabn informed
French intelligence and the CIA before the war that Hussein did not possess WMIX While comparing U S. intelligence to Sabn's statements, MSNBC usually comes to the conclusion that the United States was wrong
and "Sabh was right" and "Sabn was more accurate." Was he?
In an interview with I -im Elder. General Georges Sada, the "number two" ranking officer with the Iraqi Air Force, is quoted saying Hussein had "... weapons of mass destruction and then he was with very
evil intentions towards all the West, especially Amenca." Sada continued, "Iraq possessed WMD and they were there, and they were chemical and b.ological, and nuclear weapons." Sada then described in detail
how Hussein managed to cover it up.
According to Sada, Hussein struck a deal with the Chinese to build
him nuclear weapons, giving a whole new meaning to "Made in China."
As part of the deal China was going to harbor the weapons for Hussein.
Sada stated that the biological and chemical weapons did exist and were
shipped to Syria "when a dam was collapsed and many villages wen*
flooded." Under the cover of a humamtanan effort, Hussein had his entire chemical and biological arsenal shipped to Damascus in 56 flights. A
truck convoy helped move the remaining chemical and biological weapons related material into Syria. Sada noted that Hussein's plan was not
foolproof because Saddam thought he was going to maintain his power
(as in 1991) and then proceed to complete his quest for WMDs.
Then ABC News reported on
tape recordings of an Iraqi cabinet
... After three years, we meeting held in the mid-1990s.
tapes were recorded right
are still asking the same These
after U.N. inspectors uncovered
questions ... as for the evidence of Iraq's illegal biokigicaJ
weapons program. At one point
answers, I am not sure Hussein KameL Hussein's son-inlaw, assured Hussein: "We did not
what to believe.
reveal all that we have. Not the type
of weapons, not the volume of the
materials we imported, not the volume of the production ... none of this
was correct" Abo on the tapes, Hussein declared "terrorism is coming'' to
the United States and Great Britain. Hussein was even recorded discussing
using proxies like al-Qaeda to commit attacks twi Amencans with WMDs.
Finally, documents were released last week confirming that Osama bin Laden and al-Oaeda were in contact with the Iraq government
concerning sanctuary and terrorist training. According to Human
Events, some members of Congress are demanding President Bash
release even more documents on the lead up to Operation Iraqi Freedom that could change the minds of the Amencan public. Unfortunately, these documents are classified because of nabonal security.
So after three years, we are still asking the same questions; as for the
answers, I am not sure what to believe. On one hand, it is hard to believe
in WMDs that are not there. On the other hand, just because WMDs are
not there now, does not mean that there were not there before. Nor does
it eliminate the possibility that Hussein was planning secretly with other
countries to produce them On the bright side, we removed and captured
the "Butcher of Baghdad," a true terrorist who killed his own citizens and
probably had the intentions of killing Amencans. Who could forget the
images of Amencan soldiers rolling into Baghdad and helping hundreds
of cheering Iraqis tear down the large statue of Hussein? At that moment
on April 9.2003. Hussein's terrorist regime was over. Any chance of him
completing any WMD program was eliminated. Good thing we have a
president who follows tnrough when fighting terrorism.
Anthony Riedei is a junior communications major.
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A "thanlcs-for-tunTingHwr<ampus-inU)-an-ek'mentary-schotil''
dart to UPB for scribbling on every concrete surface with chalk.
From a senior who feels that his hop-scotch days are long gone, and
doesn't want to remember them.

A "way-to-crimp-my-ride" dart to the Godwin parking lot
pothole that wrecked my bicycle.
From a disgruntled junior whose real u+teel is no longer round, and
thinks tlie campus slwuld be more road-bike friendly.

Dear future wife: We have some business to go over
B* low MCMAHON
SENIOR wnnzt

Dear future wife,
HeUo. my darting. You don't
know it yet but you and I are going to be married someday.
LOVER OF
Married, as in
\Vo\n \.
til death do
us part. Tnafs
< HNt.lt h KI K
a mighty long
«u NATIONS time. I bet
you'reenjoying
all the nches of your youth, living it
up in college (or high school) and
learning much about the ways of the
world. You're probably a woman of
style and grace, of understanding
and compassion, and I look forward
to the day when we share our nuptials, consummate our marriage arid
then head to the reception.
Before we do any of that however, there are some things you
should know about our life together, namely that by exchanging vows
with me you are agreeing to serve
your life for the Boston Red Sox.
For our mamage to be successful,
I ask fur your patience through the
realities of Red Sox random, which
include mood swinju*. obscenityladen outbursts and the occasKinal
broken glass that was thrown because Lenny DiNardodoesn't want
to throw stnkes today. Moreover, I
ask for your understanding when
I refuse to change my underwear
dunng the playoffs, and I ask you
not to hit me when I inadvertently
El out Cariton Fisk's name in the
ght of passion.
Speaking of copulation, you

should know that I feel called as a
Red Sox fan to name one or more
of our children after the past and
present greats of the Red Sox Universe. Depending upon the number
of children you bear, you should
consider placing these names at the
top of your bst Curt Schilling McMahon, Carl Yaztremski McMahon.
Theodore Ted" Williams McMahon. David Ortiz McMarwn and
Tim Rice McMahon Under no circumstances will we name our children Bucky, Mookieor Aaron, as the
mere mention of those names will
send me spiraling into a tornado
of anger that you and the children
shouldn't have to suffer through I
would like to start building our family as soon as possible, as in a rather
shortsighted move, I have promised
my left testicle to the baseball gods
in exdiange for a Red Sox World Senes Championship. Since they have
held up their end of the bargain, I
can't help but think that my more
potent days may be over.
Our home must provide a safe
and stable environment to raise Red
Sox fans and thus we must give
our children the best of everything
we have, namely satellite TV. I will
not let Little Carl and Curt grow
up watching baseball on Fox, their
young minds poisoned by the likes
of Tim McCarver and Joe Buck,
whose collect) ve knowledge of baseball equals that of a sleuth of pandas.
DirecTV has some excellent packages that will provide NESN (New
England Sports Network — you
should already know this) at very
reasonable prices, allowing our children to watch most Red Sox games

A "th«fe^re-betteT-wayvto-fertilize-the-grass'' dart to the two
gins who decided to relieve themselves on the Quad Saturday night.
From an innocent bystander who was totally grossed out by your lack
of bladder tontrol and respect for our university.

A "get-your-facts-straight" dart to Monday's dart about how
George Allen has "held the office since before we were bom."
From a senior whose shoe size is bigger than the number of years Sen
Allen has been a senator.

A"you-rock-the-Quad" pat totheAshby Hall computer dude
who came out and taught my fnend a few pointers about how to
throw a Frisbee correctly
From a sophomore who wished she were playing with you instead of her friend.

>

Remember, honey-pumpkin, I loved the Red Sox
long before I loved you.
anything to you?), and it would
behoove you to keep this in mind.
I look forward to the day when we
will be together, and as long as you
folkiw these guidelines, our marnage will be filled with love and
joy. Unless, of course, you curse
the team, David Ortiz's shoulder
explodes and the Red Sox move to
Brooklyn, and then our marriage
will be filled with gloom, bitterness
and sou I-consuming desperation.
Let us hope for the former.
Your Devoted Husb — shoot
game's back on, bye!
Bobby McMahon is a senior political science major, and lias worn the
same Red Sox hat since junior high.

'til deaAK,.r
■H*. s tvAas,

do MOO pSrt.

New York, night court and the reason for the season
■v

BRIAN GOODMAN
OPINION wnoit

A
"do-your-part-to-reduce-our-dependeno'-on-foreign-oir'
dart to the residents of Rockingham Hall who drive their cars from
the back of the building to the bus stop.
From a fellow D-Section Rockinghammer who will testify that the
two-minute walk is not all tliat bad.

and providing the 24-hour insightful analysis that they deserve.
Wifey. I will love you with all
my heart, all my soul, and with
every ounce of my being, but if
you ever show yourself to be a
jinx, hex or other malicious metaphysical malady toward the Red
Sox, I will not allow you to watch
games with me, ever. In fact unhl
Chave been exorcized of your
-spewing demons (there may
be some minor burning involved),
you shan't be allowed to enter the
living room dunng a game, come
with me to the park or wear any
Red Sox dothing that will send
your jinx onto a Red Sox player
(hexes on Roger Clemens, however, are encouraged).
Remember, honey-pumpkin,
I loved the Red Sox long before I
loved you (do the words "wake
me up before you go-go" mean

legend has it that m the winter of 1935,
New York Qty mayor Fiorello LaGuardia
wandered into night court and gave the judge
the evening off. Mayor
LaGuardia was known
lHi WRITING to occasionally relieve
magistrates, as an old
ON Mil \\ \\ I
city ordinance allowed
at the time, and arbitrate
from the bench. Such unusual behavior was
charactenstic of 'The Lttle Flower," who has
gone down in the annals of history as one of
tne city's greatest mayors for carrying the Big
Apple through the Great Depression and the
start of the Second World War.
On this particular night a bedraggled old
woman was brought before him, accused by a
local shopkeeper of stealing a loaf of bread. She
explained in her own defense that she was the
caretaker of her sick adult daughter and her
two grandchildren, all of whom were starving.
But the shopkeeper refused to drop the charges
against the struggling matriarch; enme in the
area was bad, he reasoned, and she needed to

i

be made an example of to deter future theft
Sighing, (aGuardia turned to the woman.
"I've got to punish you," he said, "the law makes
no exceptions — $10 or 10 days in jait" though
the woman, if she was reduced to stealing a loaf
of bread, would have no means to pay the fine.
As the story goes, LaGuardia was then seen
reaching into his pocket producing a bill, and
throwing
it

down declaring, "here is // is no good when
the $10 fine
the traditions
which 1 now
remit;
and
used to celebrate
furthermore
a holiday replace
I am going to
fine everyone
the holiday itself.
in this courtroom
fifty
cents for living in a town where a person has
to steal bread so that her grandchildren can eat.
Mr. Bailiff, collect the fines and give them to the
defendant." And a grand total of $47.50 was
handed to the liberated but bewildered grandmother as spectators, reporters, officers and the
other accused on the docket paid their 50 cents
and gave Mayor LaGuardia one of the rare

'

standing ovations a courtroom has ever seen.
This shocking display of grace embodies the
true, foundational meaning of Easter the judge
paying the penalty for the enmes we've committed, setting us free in a seamless fusion of mercy
and justice. Yet as we increasingly subdue the
celebration of Easter, we miss the point entirely,
if interested at all, many of us find ourselves
yearning for the Cadbury eggs and flowers we
will find on Sunday morning. We have replaced
an empty tomb with candy-filled pastel baskets,
which is tantamount to turning down filet mignon for Spam. Not to badmouth candy, but it
isnogotxl when the traditions used to celebrate
a holiday replace the holiday itself. If the spectators in laGuardia's courtroom had celebrated
his actions like we celebrate Easter, they would
have reveled in the applause instead of through
the applause. We have gotten to the point that
we can no longer see the forest through the trees
or the cake through the icing. We can no longer
see the grace through the fetlv beans
This Sunday, do not be willing to settle
for canned ham. Spnng for the steak — after
all. Somebody else paid for it.
Brian Goodman is a junior communications major.
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The grinch that stole Easter — from public colleges

While Monday's House Editorial made a good point regard■Y SARAH DELIA
ing the lack of racial diversity at JMU, 1 must take issue with
STAFF WR/TEK
some of the characterizations of Harrisonburg.
The 'Burg may have a chicken-processing
Creating the illusion of Santa Claus was
LET II K^ I'O plant, but it hardly typifies the town. There are
tough enough on my parents, what with the
j.
some thriving local businesses that apparently
IHE rJHlOK are uncj,.r ||u. ,u,ih„r's radar To name just two:
whole concept of a morbidly obese man suck■— ing in his gut to kaFairfield Language Technologies, ranked as the
mika/e himself down
world's leading language software company, headquartered in the
TmoUGBTHB
the chimney to eat
'Burg; the Green Valley Bookfair. a top destination for thousands of
booklovers. Many of them, surprisingly, are from our very own area,
LOOKING (JI ASS cookies - furthering
his tubbine&s — placi*
which bnngs up the author's comment about local education.
.
presents tinder a dead
1 am not sure what "the educational divide" is to which the
tree, and then stuff an enlarged sock which
editorial refers. Both the city and county schools turn out more
dangled
dangerously
over
our fierv mantel. But
than a few graduates who go on to colleges and universities
Easter, well Easter was always a jovi >u\ unqueseven more select than JMU! Other graduates choose to enter
tioned occasion that I looked forward to. It was
the trades, for which 1 am grateful. When 1 have an electria day full of eating justified chocolate, paradcal problem at home, I am glad there is someone other than a
ing around in Easter domes, and of course the
physics professor to call.
infamous Delia Family Easter ejy, hunt which
The editorial's tone |udges local people by Northern Virginia
took place every year in our living room. It was
standards. It is not unlike the old argument made pre-civil rights
survival of the fittest amongst the I Mia children
era, when some whites made themselves the standard by which
as my brother and I scrambled to get al I the eggs
other races were judged (and found wanting). That "gown" attiin our baskets — and when he turned his head,
tude comes across as mighty superior. I think some of the "farmers
you better believe 1 was grabbing those eggs
and mountain people," might take offense as they mosey on over
from his basket and placing them in mine. Don't
to Super Wal-Mart for their overalls and viddles (thanks, JMU stujudge, karma has caught up to me. as my once
donb, (or making that suoerduper Wal-Mart a reality).
tiny younger brother, whom I used to make cry
The author had good intent, but the editorial instead served to
on the day of our Ixwd's Resurrection, has now
reveal his/her own prejudice regarding the local population.
surpassed me in over eight inches in height and
over a hundred pounds in weight lust imagine
Barbara Bowman
that Easter basket.
Broadway

Those somewhat trivial aspects of Easter,
however, are what keeps me going; I need my
blood sugar to be abnormally high for one
day. I like biting the heads off of sugary Peeps
reminding myself each year that "On yean,
I don't like the taste of Peeps," and I love
watching the Disnev Channel Easter-movie
marathons of such classics as "The Easter
Bunny is Coming to Town" — pure genius.
However, as I started getting geared up for
Easter this year, JMU decided to put an ultimate
halt to my Easter pregaming — the university
has cracked my unboiled, not-yet-dyed egg, so
to speak. That's right, my felkiw Easter-lovin'
bunnies, in cast- you haven't heard, we have
no three-day weekend to pause and reflect on
Easter. From a Catholic's perspective, Good
Friday (a day when- we abstain from eating
meat) has just gotten a little worse. Remember
those people that are paying for your tuition,
stocking your refrigerator, and possibly getting
hospital bills for vanous reasons — your family? Who has time to go home and see them in
two days, especially if you live out ot M.IU**
Along with not being able to spend time
with family, there are even more obvious reasons why we slttnild have at least three days to
celebrate the gkmousness that is the Easter holiday. Chocolate — unless you're allergic to milk
or have never been dumped by someone — is
your friend and greatest companion in time of

need. Everyone knows that on Faster, calories
do not exist; this rule also carries mer to Monday as our stomachs will more than likely bo
bkuted. Monday is the day of rest so our bodies can come down from the sugar high — plus
dark chocolate is gtx»d for your heart.
And, unlike St. Patrick's Day, Faster m
volves no alcohol. It's a Mormon's dream
of nonalcoholic fun, good food and, well,
bunnies. Alcohol is known for llowtng
down the metabolism, numerous calories,
and causing regrettable family scenes at the
dinner table. None of this occurs on Easter
a day where chocolate ondorphlno are released into the blood stream, not liquor.
As a vegetarian. I perhaps have the OMb ■)
appreciation for this vegetable-friendly holiday.
Ibe Faster Bunnv promotes good eyesight l>\
consumption of carrots, unlike Santa Claus.
the ax>kie-eahng mascot of obesity. EastiT is
just kxtking out for its followers — it just wants
what's best for us — sugar indulgence, a bnet
vacation from alcohol and some good vitamins
But Faster, a most blessed holiday indeed, can really be broken down into this
easy-to-understand concept: Why save a
horse and ride a cowboy when you could
save a bunny and dye an egg?
Saraft Delia is afrtshman Englisli and art hM>
ry niafor u<iu> ivill he dyeing Easier eggs in tier lami
this Sunday if anyone nwih to join.

kathryn biery, dds
Stephen paulette, dds
ronald davrs, dds
edword omrhein, dds

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

Attention All JMU Students, Faculty and Staff

$5 OFF

Wisdom Teeth
Loose or Missing Teeth

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
(with JAC card)

Mouthguards
General Dentistry

Bring m this coupon and get $5 °° oft your next oil change al your nearest participating Jifly Lube.*

Emergency Treatment

Come in every 3,000 m*es lor a Jrtty Lube Signature Service* Oil Change

Drs. Biery & Paulette Can Help You!

rfc/i coupon It only nKMenuM. al (ft. JUTy Into .11 a70 E«»l Mirft SI, Harrtionta/ro. VA.

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change

We Offer™
•

Same day consultation, examination and emergency treatment*.

•

Schedule an appointment at a time that is convenient for you.

•

General Anesthesia is available from certified personnel.

•

0% financing for up to 12 months upon approval

e

A relaxed and friendly atmosphere

•

Spanish, Russian, Ukrainian and Sign Interpreters available

No appointment necessary
1

FREE top oft on your way borne/

1

National database keeps a
history of your J*ffy Lube service

$29.99
less $5JXi_(wlthMCcard)
$24.99
Not vakd wth Mher offers Jifty lute and Jiffy Lubt Signature
Service" in ragia—tsd trademarks ot Jiffy Luce International Inc.
00004 80PUS Products Al rights reserved

1870 East Market Street

; <» 4k 4» tffc «V<» 4k«V«» 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k 4k,

^MEEty
Clip this certificate out of the paper to receive

The Well-Oiled Machine

$50.00 off your initial consultation/examination.

across from Valley Mall
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540) 433-8599

PENNZOIL
Not lust oil. PiinnzaH.

MADISON MANOR

JR. ssiv2-3 Bedrooms Available
$640 - $705

VUeeVdY
out fOjP

(Furnished & Unfurnished Still Available)

Convenient to Area Colleges
and Area Business

or."1*

SIGN TODAY... experience the best.
1/91 Devon Lane

Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001

□

434-5150
COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg. VA 22801
M M W .CDC ruiikhouscr.com

info@cbcftuikhouser.coni
An Equal C^w'luri.fy Corrywip

SPORTS

John Galle.hdilor
Brian Hanscn. ridilor

breezespirts (n hoimuil.com
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Dukes dominate Rams 7-0
Madison !v men s
tennis rolls in
final home match
m

BRIAN HANMM

ED/TO*
lh.' |\U men's tennis UMIII
played their last home match ot
the MM0I1 luesd.H. defeating
the Shepherd College Ranis 7-0
iin- Pukes. wh,i WIT.- coming ott a dOM vuIor\ 0V6I the
I an.ers c4 1 ongwood 4-3 Sundav, dominated the overmatched
Division-ll school.
"Competition-w ise, we knew
they wen' going to bt* a level
dov\ n Don what we're need to
playing," JMl coach Steve Set
ord said. We played pretty well,
but this isn't the normal talent

we pta)'
Madison got hi); 6-0* 6-0 trio
tones from both |unior llnanClav

and sophomore ( .irlin (_ .lniphell
to help dominate the mat. h. i lai
played intheieoond poattioi end
defeated Shepherd No 2 i fcvid
Seiraith while Campbell played
No. 4 to beat l rk 5tevenson
Qai also teamed up with
senior lolm Snead to win their
doubles match W ovet Ssifarth
,\i\<.\ i see) Mover
I waa prett) consistent h>
dav.' I la) said
I hit the hall
well and fried to keep him nio\ ■
inc.
Snead played \o. 1 tor the
Dukes. He trustrate.i Shepherd
No. 1 Ciise\ Moser all d,i\ and

beat hlmo-i

!

1 kept the ball In play and
made the extra shot Snead
■fid Me d hit a good shot ami
id run it down .n^ that seemed
tO frustrate him. and lie sorted
making some unforced errors it
made him pta) more then he-,
used to
Oilier results tor the [>ukes
were No i s.-uior lloh Mlcn-

BWOrth heat Arthur I'heling 6-1,
i reahman Mo 5 Brian Ruhenstem heat Andy Bosco6-3, 6(i and junior Don Davidson beat
Scott Mas.-nei 6 I. W) to take all
siv singles points
At this point ot the vear, it's
the end ot the season and RUVS
knoH what the) have to do to
vet the |ob done.' S-.ord said
I he) re pta) nif, pntt) well
and wen1 |iist Drying to hnish
--tronj;.
« \A\ said, it s nice it s always nue to have some momentum going into the conterence
tournament on a mil."
I he I Hikes also t«>ok the
doubles point bv sweeping all

three matches Along with uaj
and Snead s win, treshmen Rubenstetn and Allensworth Ivat
I Mine. .uu\ Stevenaon n-1 while
Campbell .^n\ senior Michael
McCettigan beat Bosco and
"It's nice to urn vour last
i i.it. h Snead said "It s

always good to be mlling heading into conlen'nee championships
I he I Hikes have a mad match
against Division-Ill Washington
& lee next luesda\ before the
Colonial Athletic Association
Championships next weekend in
Newport News
I'm* IXikes will run into some
tough competition at the CAA
championships with three teams
ranked nationally. Virginia Commonwealth is ranked ninth in the
Intercollegiate Tennis Associatton't latesf poll Also ranked in
that poll is Old Dominion at No.
41' and William & Mary at No. 70.
JML will likely receive the
sixth seed in the tournament and
go out.i ta.e the third-seeded
In be.
"(William & Mary is| prettv tough," Sccord said "What
we \c tried to do is play tough
opponents, to get us n*ady and
hopefully, we'll go out and give
if our best shot."

AARON Sll \KAKI SMBSTpht*o*rapl*t
The Dukes served up a victory in their final home match.

Locked on target

Greshock
gets gold

Gellenthien ranked
among world's best
collegiate archers

Sophomore wins
two tie-breakers
for Ariz- top prize

B> MEACAN MIHAI

KO

SIMOP ivRfTm

PHOKNIX

YOU Won't find one ot |MU'S most
decorated athletes in the weight room
or on the track. You won't find him
in the pool or on >m\ courts. Ihe one
place you may find him is on the Hillside field shooting at target*
His name is Braden Gellenthien,
and he is the sophomore captain of
the JML" men's archerv team Despite
his young age. Gellenthien has been
on top or the archerv world for ouitc
some time and has flown under the
radar at (ML, quietlv accomplishing
some unique teats
As a freshman. Gellenthien was a

member ol the [Ml men's compound
team that won gold at the I S Inter
Collegiate \ational Championships
as well as the mixed team that look
silver. He was also a member of the
gold-medal Team USA and was the
top Anieruan tmisher. placing 11th at
the World Target Championships in
Madrid.
Before coming to JML from Hudson, Mass. Gellenthien gOl Into archerv w lien he was 9-years-old at Cub
Scout Camp.
"I tried it tor the weekend and
asked my parents for a bow." Gellenthien said. "Luckilv thev all.used
me to get one and I've fust gone from
there '
Gellenthien started shooting locally and was consistently finishing in
the top three spots, so he decided to
look at national scores
I hat's whn I realized that I
Wasn't that great,'' Gellenthien said
Gellenthien hooked up with per
sonal coach lerrv Wunderle when he
was 15-yeare-ow In Massachusetts
and has stuck with him ever since
Despite being at JML, Gellenthien has
a unique relationship with his coach
Instead of Wunderle being al I Ml

KLLIJI. NOWMN'/Mr ;*.».,
Sophomore compound shooter Braden Gellenthien lines up a shot during practice at Hillside field.
Gellenthien Alms lumselt and his lorm
and sends videotapes to Wunderle to
Chtique, and then the\ spend time on
the phone discussing what needs to be
worked on.
'I train with the team and talk a lot
on the phone [with lerrvl." Gellenthien
said When I i sme on to the team, I
didn't know n hat to expci 1
However, after just a vear at |\1l ,
Gellenthien seems to be meeting anv
expectations thai anyone has s.t He
competes in the nuns .(impound,
which utilizes a bow that is more hightech than the recurve and is used more
for hunting
I leaplte -ill of i\u s archer) pro-

grams ai.oinphshmerits, none of the ar.hers are on scholarship Manv simply
CUnC tO the school based ott the program and the school
I dei Ided w hen i was between seventeen and eighteen that 1 was either
going to go tO |\H or lexas A&M,"
Gellenthien said. "I looked at the logistus ot going tO lexas and I thought that
the business school was more appealing
here.'
And while Gellenthien has BOOOai
pushed I lot while here, one ol his
most Important teats happened prior
lO Coming to JML. In 200i Gellenthien
headed to Great Britain for the Junior
World Championships. In his last tour-

nament as a |unior. he took the world
championship title.
"It was great because my experience was there and I had been shooting
well up until then," Gellenthien said
It was fitting for my career for everything to work out."
As for the future of his archery
career. Gellenthien has already been
named to the U.S. Archerv Team and
plans on continuing to compete in the
World Championships. The championships are held on odd \ears, and with
am one's best bet, it wouldn't be a
stretch to say that JML's own Gellenthien will be looking to secure another
top finish in the upcoming year.

Liberty burns Madison
Diamond Dukes
collapse in eighth,
lose to Flames
I V*N< HBI RG
Alate-inmng
collapse <osi the IML baseball
team a w m I ucs.l.n
Ihe Diamond Dukes gave up
six runs in the eighth innings to
lose 12-11 to the Names ot Libert)
IMl tumped out to an S- \ lead
alter three Innings, as senior second baseman Michael C owgill led
the charge. He
hit two home D
.
,,
runs in the t.rs. Baseball
three innings to Tuesday
provide the CM- ~
amund
Dukes

with early of- z^.

I VIN si'nAP/W«-/!few
Michael Cowgill went 4 for 5 for the Diamond Dukes
against the names Tuesday. Cowglll had two home
runs to go with two doubles and six RBIs In the loss.

!L_

tense
On the day < owgill went 4 for
!> with two home runs and two
doubles. He drove in six runs and
stored two. Mis two home runs
give him 16 on the vear, putting
him |ust one behind sophomore
center fielder Kellen Kulbacki for

the team lead
Also hitting two home runs lor
the Diamond Dukes was senior

<

first baseman NateSchlU, who hit
numbers Id and II on the year for
him.
Ihe Flames Cams firing back
late in the game by scoring up six
runs in the eighth. I he inning be
eati w ilh I ibertv .enter lielder P.K.
Keller reaching on a wild pit. h at
ter swinging at strike three
Then|MU freshman left-hander Justin Wood began to run into
trouble He loaded the bases with
a walk and a single before being
relieved bv senior right-hander
I icon1 i legener, who gave up two
hits, including an RBI single to
left fielder Phillip Laurent Degener gave up three runs while
only retiring one batter.
Schill would eventually relieve Degener to get the Diamond
Dukes out ol the inning.
Laurent went 5 for 5 with a
double for Liberty. He had three
RBIs and two runs scored.
I nerunan right-hander Kurt
Mouck got Ins first career start
for the Diamond Dukes, pitching
five innings and giving up threeearned runs on five hits. He struck
out two while only walking one
Degener took the loss for the
Diamond Dukes and lett-hander
Ryan Page picked up the win (or
the Flames hm Ryan pitched the

ninth to pick up his MCMld MVC
of thi" vc.ir
II was the ninth-straight win
lor Liberty, who improved to 26-8
on the season
The Dukes played yesterday
at Maryland and return home to
lace (leor^e Mason in conference
play.
|MU
LU

123100 011 — 11 150
120 001 26x — 12 13 1

Dane Beakler. Billy Daniels ill.
hler I Ighi (Si. I.ison Ko/iol IS),
Ryan Page (8), Tim Ryan (9) and
Abe Yeakel; Kurt Houck, Inwoi
Kaylid (6). Clav McKim 17), Wood
(8),' Degener (8), Schill (8) and I i.in
Santobianco.
W — Page. L — Degener, S —
Ryan.
2B —(I I Patrick (.aillard. Phillip
Laurent, Aaron C.rijalva; ((ML)
Michael Cowgill 2, Dan Santobianco. Brett Garner, Rob Altien. 3B
— Michael Just. HR — Cowgill 2,
Schill 2.
Records: Liberty (26-81. |MU (22-

13).
- from staff reports
I

— JML sophomore

archer Jedd Greshock WOO the gold
in the men's compound at this
weekend's Arizona Cup.
The An/ona Cup is a ma-or
archery tournament when* archers
can earn points towards qualifying
for the L nited States Archerv Team.
Pmfessional and amateur ar.herfrom the United States and some
international archers competed in
the event.
(.n-sh.uk qualified tor the elimination round as a lh seed, making
for an impn*ssive run to the championship.
In the first n>und. C.n'shrock
faced pmfesMonal archer and No
1-seed Tim tiillingham, whom he
defeated by one point. 113-112.
After a five-point victory in the
quarterfinals, GnBnOOV ran into
teammate Braden (.H'llenlhicn in
the vnuhnals. Alter n-gulation the
two wen- tied at llf\ but in the tiebreaker Lin-shock shot a ll>-poinl
bull's-eye, while Gellenthien shot
a nine.
In the finals, Greshock faced
Australian t lint l-nvman. For the
second -straight match, Greshock
had to go into a tiebreaker alter the
shooter tied at in. Greshock once
again shot a bulls-eve. while I nv
man amid only manage to shoot a
nine
Other Dukes in the tournament
was Jacob Wukie, who lost in the
men s recurve round of 32 to former Olympian Kd Hhason, 111-110.
Sophomore Jessica hasula lost
in the round ot lh, UIM09 in the
women's compound to the eventual silver medalist Beckv Pearson.
—from staff reports

2006 Hall
of Fame
announced
Four inducted,
ceremony to be
held April 20
lour MM induCtW into the
2006 JML' Alhletu M.ill ot himc
were announced Tuesday that
represent three ol the more sin cntful sports programs, alone,
with one ot the top .tiiuYntathletes in |VH \ Instnrv
Ihe Inductees imlude Dr.
Mark Cabriele CMS), Alisa Harris ('88). Mat Molth.ui, i island
I aralf I hate ('%).
Cabriele excelled on the
IMl
-mmmirn and diving
teams that won lour-straight
( olonial Athletic Association
championships and three EaMern College Athletic Conference
titles He won eight individual
CAA titles, iwinunint the butterfly and individual medic}
events, and was also a member
of relay teams that won 14 conference crow Ms
Harris, ,, luiir-vear starter
and women's h.lsk.Hull rfll

m HAIJ.. pave m

A&E

Kelly Usher. BdUof
Jill Yaworski.bdilor

brttltarl\<« hnimuilj-om

arts c\ entertainment

'Brokeback'
DVD lacks
dynamic twists
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$wtiay doom mt^

spring fever ?

DVD features take an inside look
into the film, but prove humble
despite major Hollywood hype
•v

LISA RONEY

STAFF WK1TEK

Seeing as il was one of the most controversial
movies of last year, one would assume that the
"Brokeback Mountain" DVD would contain in-depth
revelations of filming a new (wist on a classic forbidden love story.
The minuscule four features thai are included,
however, mirror the look and feel of the film
itself "On Being a Cowboy" spends a little over
five minutes looking at the "cowboy camp" stars.
Heath Ledger ("Casanova"), Jake Cyllenhaal
("Jarhead") and Anne Hathaway ("The Princess
Diaries"), went through to become genuine horse
riders. Professional bull riders and mechanical bulls were used for
both Gyllenhaal's and
^^-^j
Hathaway's rodeo scenes,
^"i
DVD
"Directing from the

Wk*~y REVIEW

■ *>)|

Hear,:

An

p"

Lee

" sl"'mls

almost eight minutes discussing
the
director's
("Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon" lemotional
MOVIE:
involvement with the film
The most important topic
"Bretaba* Mountan"
discussed is Lee's determination to take the film to a
DIRECTOR:
metaphysical level, and to
ArgLee
not let it just be a soul-less
g.iv iowboy movie."
RELEASED:
Pmn Script to Screen'
ApnM.2006
is the dullest of the features, taking 11 minutes to
talk about the original short
story's 1997 publication in The New Yorker and
the immediate move to turn it into a screenplay.
Nothing of any substance is said, only repetitive
praises of the fiction.
"Sharing the Story: The Making of Brokeback
Mountain" is a documentary special originally
made for television, and |ust stuck on the end of
the DVD as a sum-up of the entire movie. The 20minute documentary summarizes the whole storv
(so don't watch this if you haven't watched the
movie), includes interviews with the cast and crew
and is the most colorful, vibrant and humorous of
the features, making it feel inferior to an otherwise
humble DVD.
The film itself is much better than its bonus features
Everyone on screen gives amazing performances I his
is the first movie in a while that actually deserves all
the critical praise it has received for being a beautiful,
touching tearjerker whose taboo content mav repel
some and draw in others.

photo illustration b\ AARON STEWART/wninr photo^raphrr

With the warm weather finally here, spring fever has taken over the campus
»v

LAURA BECKER

niBUTNC WRITER

Along with the warmer weather and daylightMVing time, people everywhere are experiencing
the seasonal bug commonly known as spring fever.
Symptoms include (but are not limited to) the desire
to sleep all day, play or lie in the sun, daydream or
and even to get it on with that special someone.
Spring fever is a completely normal response to
the season, and recent
studies arc claiming
that the cause
of spring fever

gland, located in the center of the brain, produces the
hormone mclatonin, which in humans controls the
desire to sleep. The pineal gland produces less mclatonin when exposed to light, causing humans to feel
drowsier in the spring. Serotonin, a hormone that affects
mood and sleep, often increases in spring, causing a shift
in hormonal levels and mood swings.
Spring fever can be remedied by following these
steps. If possible, sleep for eight hours at night and
avoid taking naps during the day. Start the morning
with a glass of orange juice or water instead of an

energy drink. When walking around

T

increased
exposure to
light. The
pineal

.^^. JX&L

JMU grad competes on hit Research
Food Network reality show becomes
Nathan Lyons could win a spot on The Food Network
■V Riaict

A

O'Din

also prized on his signature recipe for the show,
which is Asian-infused pork tenderloin with
melted onions and herbed goat cheese.
Rachael Kay, with her spunk) personality
Lyon, who made his way through college bv
and 30-minute meals, has become a favorite
working at \anous restaurants from Washington,
for Food Network lovers
D.C., to Vail, Colo , received
Even Emeril Lagasse has
Ins lornial culinary educaptivated audiences with his
cation from the California
"bam!" outbursts And lun\
School of Culinary Arts in
can anyone not love Paula
Pasadena.
Deen and her sweet Southern
After
graduating
charm? Could perhaps JMU
from JMU. Lyon travalumnus Nathan Lyon {'94)
eled through Europe for
have what it takes to he the
six months, concentratNext Food Network Star?
ing on regional cuisines
Lyon, 35, who holds ,i
and then moved to Los
degree in Health Science fmni
Angeles where he works
IMlI, is one ot eight final"closely with the finest
ists in New York competing
local organic farmers to
tor his own six-p.irt cooking
develop unique menus
series on the Food Network. The
catena bo any special
show fudges the candidates,
dining occasion," accordwho come from various backing to his Web site, fOftfLAI kl-.N PACK <!",/",•< :<"
grounds and expenence, on
taslechef.com.
"skill, personality and overall ,„,. .
..-«».
"The
Next
Food
food pnVlosophv, according to S£SS!SS1? ^l
Network
Star"
airs
the F,KKi Network's Web site.
'»?■*". H «* * AslarMnfused
Sundays on The FiK»d
Lyon, who credits h.s Port* tenderloin will m^e him a .tar.
Network. The season
grandmother's kitchen in
finale will be April 23 at
Arlington, Va , as being the place where he Mrs!
** p.m. Also, visit foodnelwork.com to watch cast
learned to cook, claims that he would nuke the
audition tapes or read "Nathan's Diary," his
new best (ood network star because he is "welldaily thoughts on his experience thus far on the
read, good looking and a great tea*.her." lie is
hit Food Network show.

corvnuminv. I

Carrey, Leoni
create sparks
in new DVD
'Dick and Jane' has few
outstanding features, but
full of laughter for audience
■Y LISA RONEY
STAFF WWTE*

Jim Carrey's latest comedic attempt, "Fun
With Dick and Jane" is a laugh that may come
as a surprise to many. The DVD is in seriously
short supply of potentially hysterical features,
but what is featured will make viewers crack a
smile.
Included in the special features is an amusing three-minute gag reel. Since Carrey ("Bruce
Almighty") and co-star Tea Leoni ("Spanglish ")
both nave amazing comedic timing, the gag reel
potentially could nave been 10 minutes of sidesplitting hilarity.
»» ■
Six deleted scenes are
^^DVD featured. "Spice It Up"

W**^i

••

The (lost ofBeaufc

ch Ca ey and
REVIEW' 7
'" fail
,W,!'at
"
Leoni
an attempt
to

spice up their dissolving
sex life — is one feature
worth watcing. Another
deleted scene, "Toy Store
MOVIE:
Robbery," is an entertainTun With Dick *id Jane"
ing five-minute physical
fight between Carrey
DIRECTOR:
and an elderly security
DeanParfiort
office! that will keep the
viewers laughing.
RELEASED
' Press Junket Highlights"
Apnl 11,2006
is the final feature on the
disc.
The two-and-a-half
minutes of interviews portray the undeniable
chemistry between Carrey and Leoni, making the
audience want to see more of the pair's outstanding comedic talent.
The film itself is a smooth blend of physical
and verbal comedy- It runs at a brief one hour
and 25 minutes, making the special features
more intriguing to watch, as the whole dis. is
the average length of today's feature films. All
in all, "Fun with Dick and lane" is an entertaining and fast farce that will have many laughing
out loud.

AARON STEWART \rm.>r ph,*ographrr

Juniors Jackson Tompson and Jenna Stevenson perform In "The Waiting Room,"
which has been playing In The Memorial Hal Auditorium April U through tonight
at 7 p.m. The JMU Counseling and Student Development Canter Joined force*
with the JMU Health Center and the JMU Women's Resource Center for the production. According to cast member senior Leslie Cassagne. "The performance
sends the message to let us ai know we possess eternal beauty In a material
culture filled with Images of perfection.''

art exhibit

Art history class displays
women s art from the
Renaissance period
BY ERIN SANTO RS

ccwntBtinNG w
Students in art history professor Kay
Arthur's AKIH 44M dass a course dial surveys
oarlv women artists through XJ t the Renaissance
period, will assembk11 show based on their
research throughout the semester, it will be the
newest digital exhibit at Grace Street Center,
and will focus pnmarilv on histoncal ptoQsj
According to Arthur, the students selected
a particular woman artist in history and wrnte
research
papers
about the female's
I ART SHOW impact i»i the art
world. The students
PREVIEW then selected one
WHAT!
piece of art to presWomen's Art Etfitxt
ent in the exhibit.
Fifth-vear^iiKir
Fjin Nixon has been
WHEN:
dung research on
OpensAprf 17.2006
Elisabeth
VigeVI ebiun, an 18th century French punter
WHERE:
According to Nixon.
Grace Street Center
Vigee-Lebrun
thnved in portraiture and is fartwus primarily irr her portraits
c* Marie Antoinette. I ler portion of the exhibit
will focus on rm*her/daughter reLibonships
and him a switdi in gender n4es is displayed in
Vigfe-li-nrunsan
In preparation for the exhibit each class
member is writing a research paper on his or
her chosen artist Portions of their papers w\\\
accompany each sekxtion in the show next
week. I lie exhibit will lv vaned since the
pea-s were chosen based on personal interest and motive, not designated bv Arthur
The histoncal artists chosen to be displayed
at the exhibit were pulled fnwn anywhere
between the medieval and 1s>th century
iikiirporating a vast selection of artwork.
""I he whole expenence has given the
students ,i v\ ider horizon of v\ i mien artists
in the past," Arthur said. "Planning the
show also mimics real life as a museum
curator giving them skills for the future."
The only thread linking the renaissance
and modem works is the reflection of the
"themes of the dass, such as pnibkms surmunding the study of women artists and
breaking down the myth that then.' are no
great female artists, Nixon said Fach student has cix*en a piece dial v\ ill exhibit these
charactenstics, therefore amtnbuting to the
personal and unique taped ** the show.
I he Women's Art Fxhiht opens Monday.
Apnl 17 at 7 pm. at the Crace Street Center.
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HALL: Four Dukes head to Hall
of Fame to make up class of '06
BALL,fhmfmgeS
for |\ll helped tha nukes to
a 104-19 overall record, rhiw
CAA lilies and throe "Sweet
In appearances in the NCAA
tournament She iv OTM of three
Duka with more lhan 1 400
points (third all-rime) and 600
rebounds (eighth all-tine)
rhftte WM amonp the nation'-, tup held ho.kev players during three |\1L seasons
and led the Dukes to their
ll*»4 NCAA title and to thfl
I A\ aOWP and NCAA
senulinals. She led the nation
in scoring Irom 1993-1995 and
holds (ML reiords lor CWC€f
goals (II"). points (2681 and

game-winning goali and season marks tor KOAll (40) and
points (93)
I loltli.uis. w,is | tr.uk st.ir
and twice selected as )\H |
Male Scholar-Athlete of the
Year and an academic AllAmerica and was a four-lime
All-Amenta track performer
Afttf winning the Intercollegiate Association of Amateur
Athletes o! America championship in college in both the
outdoor 1.500 meters (1994)
and the indoor 1,000 meters
(1995), Holthaus went on to
win the U.S. championship in
the mile and was a member of
SeveraJ U.S. national teams

FEVER: Stay motivated in spring

He currently holds the secondbest JMU outdoor time in the
8(H) meters and the top mark in
both the 1,000 meters and mile
Indoors
— from staff reports

HAIL OK FAME CLASS

*95

DR. MARK GABRIELE
\i [ss\

'88

HARRIS

MAT HOLTHAUS

'95

CAROLE THATE

'96

Special Student Rate"

2 Locations

FEVER, from pave 9
weather and nature instead ot any stressful issues
Many JML students catch spring fever at
this point during the semester and have to pay
the price.
"1 put off all my schoolwork too long and now
I can't go outside." junior Alan Shenff said. I iust
deal with it I played too much earlier, you have to
do the work at some point."
Shentt notes that it students procrastinate
continuously, Aey won't be able to afford to daydream and sleep otten
Another lip to avoid falling behind is to
plan schoolwork around the afternoon in order to have some "play" time outside. Skip
running the track at I Kit and |og the stadium, take a walk in ihe arboretum, or start
up a tennis match or ultimate Fnsbee game
instead. Read for classes outside in a secluded
area that will allow you to enjoy the weather
M IrJtOUt being distracted. If a nap is unavoidable, take a towel outside and sleep under the
sun (with sunscreen on). If the need to get

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
GIA Certified Diamond l.lOCts. VVS2 H
Platinum O.I6Cts. Diamond Setting
Total Diamond Weight 1.26Cts.

MINI STORAGE
Private Storage Rooms
24-7 Access

This Week $6500

Secure
Facilities

433-1000

■Wtft takes over, plan a weekend trip to the
beach or go camping before school ends.
Many students hod they get more tired and
lethargic as the temperatures begins to nse. a sure
lymptorn ot spring fever.
"I've definitely been affected by spring fever, especially whan the weather got warmer,"
freshman fesika Hayes said. "I tend to want to
sleep a lot or go outside, which distracts me
from doing the work I know I have to do. I try
to take shorter fifteen to twenty-minute naps,
rather than two-hour naps. I think it's important
not lo shut yourself inside studying all day long
when the weather is so beautiful. Take some of
your work outside."
Spring fever may be unavoidable, but appro, uiting the warmer weather and making
a point to enjoy it each day will eventually
smooth out any leftover winter blues. As it
says in the song "Dreamer" by the band Lovin'
Spoonful, "It's one of those days for taking a
walk outside/ I'm blowing the day to take a
walk in the sun."

MADE BEFORE YOUR EYES IN
MERE MINUTES. EATEN AT WHATEVER
PACE YOU DEEM APPROPRIATE.

"All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

rocktown yarns
MEXICAN GRILL
juit big burntov Big flavors, www qdob4.com

!

We accept
Flex!

For catering and fundraising
call Alice at (540) 564-1515

If you lifcf fnnh inartdiantt and umaua flavor combmtttons. you II low Qdoba V.«*ic-1
ThH ttnt ordinary Mmcan II t foods you know, yet with a twist rhtir i unforgrrtablt Bast of a',', it* alt madi
fast fresh and nahtin front of you Coma on \n and set for yourself What arm ym* fotnf t« Uv* it Ocob*?

[&\

Knitting, Crocheting & Spinning Supplies \
Classes offered

Located across from the new Wal-Mart

I

:

115 W. Waler Street
Downtown Harrisonburg

540.437.0411

Tucs. -Thurs. 11-6 Fri. 11-5 Sat. 10-4

In Harrisonburg Crossings Shopping Center
223 Burgess Rd.
540-564-1515
Open Daily 11am ■ 10pm Sunday 11am - 9pm

SIGNATURE BURRITO & MEDIUM SOFT DRINK
*

■*• ■
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■•'

'.'..■ t. ■.
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. ■

■

|

■

i*> mthtr offf V*,'ii only of p*ir<tMfinf Iman

Family Special,

$

MEXICAN GRILL

19 ,

-i

East Coast's largest shop!

Lunch Special

Big Papa
i

! !l

! !

i

33,000 sq. ft. of
Wake - skate- surf - style

?

!i I■:

>

One Extra Large
Two Toppings

ii'.

s

I One Large Specialty Pizza • ] ;
*& One Large Two Toppings ||
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&Two20oz.Bottiesof
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WEEf * QUfCKSfLVER. * R.OXY
SUNGLASSES * SWfMSUfTS
WAKE & SURFBOARDS
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LIMITZP
TIMZOMLY1

NEADQUAHTM
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YOUtt PURCHASE or

i

Summer

- £

. (8'C1>0 10?SS 0606
DEUVEHV AND CARRVOUT

P461 BT/7l15e

8

Harrisonburg, VA
Serving Harrisonburg &
James Madison University &
Eastern Mennonite University
702 E. Market Street

""433-PAPA
'^433-7272

OPPORTUNITIES

ONLINE!

www.papajohns.com

433.7201
www.functi on4sports.com
Next door to Applebee's

CLASSIFIED
I

FOR RENT

2 rooms ver> close- safe - quiet \ery privatc-S250 each W%- inlcrnel
■oil
spht

2003 IOWNH0UU FOR Ml I
'bedroom*. 2 5-natlis I.4l4«jtl 1338
i )IU Windmill Circle Ham wnkirg. Three
miles from campus (ireai home for your
iluuenl/ inveMnteni for )ou. rent
spare rooms K> siudcnis for $340- < ill
Jiy 703-858- 7018 for more mformatmn
DUPI \ I OK S\| | HVOttMR )MI
Studcnis/Pirencs - Great insvcstntcru
opportuni(>
Walk to JMU. quiet
neighhrhd 3 hednrn, 2.5 KJIII 1500
Sq Pi */.. $165,500 (540) 478-3225
4 BEDROOM. 2 BATH HOUSE,
Appliances. OtT-Slrcet Parking. Huge
Rooms.
360 North High Street.
Available July
$1100. 810-6371

street

parking-lop

utilities

(540)

of

home-

476-2526

3 ROOMS AVAILAHM: H>K M 111 1 I
1173 l(3rd f1oor-S345;month. discount
for May) Nest Ashhy. May 8- Middle of
July. Nobod) in 4(h Room. I to 3 rooms
can he subleased (ill (540) 437-5698
98 TAURUS FOR SALE 95.000milea,
great
condition.
needs
$1,000
of

lanimission

or

best

work

oiler

(616)

$2,500
446-9407

NELP WANTED
'BARTENDING! $250/day potential No

TOWNHOUSE.
3 bedroom,
land
half baths furnished large rooms and
large deck.mt viewdr near hardees
available August 20 (540) 433-2221
_MAY-JUNF BUBLEASI 299 West
Waler Street Duplex
$275 Rent. $25
Electric Walking distance to campuv
downtown furniture negotiable 434444-4317 or oprancid3l Ifuvahoocom

experience necessary.
[rainingprovided (800(965-6520Ext2l2
WE PAY

UP TO $75 per survey.

■mm

OetPaidToThink.com

CAREOIVERS
n PI KVISI.

NEEDED

groups

TO

of children

at

I \K(,I I lil DKOOM M'AKIMI M
Great (ovation, almost new. washcr'dryer.
dishwasher, DOpttt.$S35,(540)433-1569

Ml MM ss
OR
MARKI MM!
MAJOR to work al local husincss on
Fridays and Saturdays and full time
in summer
Could lead to lull time
upon graduation
(540)
433-1234
Ml 1 P KAMI I) w.int lo work mlh
horses this summer?
Local farm
needs trail guides. Horse experience
required
I>onielle • (540) 290-3731
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
NC
Mountain Dude Ranch seeking fulltime summer emplo>ment for kitchen
housekeeping Position includes salary,
room and hoard, and meals,
www clcarcreekranch com
ocrdudefa prodigy net (800) 651-4510

I. i feguards/S upers i son
Needed in Northern Virginia Area. Pay
baaed on experience Wc also train
tall Virginia Pool Management n I888-378-2105 for more information

Spring Dance Concert in Wilson Hall
2-3 hours within the tunes of 3'45

MOVING/I.IVINO OFF CAMPUS? Ob
to weh.jmu.edu/ocl/listings.rrtm. JMU's
official site for off-campus housing.
roommates, and furniture
(ire.it lor
advcnisingsublets.rentals(434)8|7-072l

I II I (il ARI) JOBS litan Pool Semce.
is NOW HIRINU! Pool Managers &
Lifeguards! Full & Part-hme tattm
available in Arlington. A lex andriajairfax.
andloudoun t ontacl Kelly al 703-5867567 or email: kphiliipvu lilanpools ocg

p.m. - 8:45 p.m. Week of May 22nd
- 28th. Paid Positions Call 433-7127
SIIENANDOAII RIVER Ol IIIII1-RS
IN hiring lor M.i\ lo Sept come work
wiili us on the river (ktod driving
record, outgoing, energetic, able to work
weekends, lull/part time

800-6canoc2

SPORTS ASSISTANT
POSITIONS
PoMlmns available in Sports Media
Relations for the 2006-07 school year
Successful applicants will assist in
coverage 28 NCAA sports Weekend and
Night work required. Writing expenence
preferred hut not necessary Applications
available in Spurts Media Relations.
Godwin Hall room 220 No phone calls
please. Application deadline is April 14

THE BREEZE
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si \1\!r Kill I P lanp-raryhelpneeded
lor various tasks .it Sunehuse Apartments
Please call 442-4MHI for more mlo BOt
HELP
Bakery

SERVICES

WANTKD Cinnamon
Bea7
A Deli needs full/part time

WH> HAI I Sll FF HOMJ SfORI
IP S.ile .ind secure mini sell \|OR \( il
BlOM ID OmpM Vinous sizes, month bv
month contracts JMU special discount-'
Visit:
www
JMU
OoftowAHtq
com
or
call
*40-M;-MO\».

help Appl> jsap ("all Susan or stop
by. 433-2876 or 540-478-4616 (cell I
IKI I (.Ol I' Piedmont (mil Club in
I la> market. VA has Summer emplov men!
opportunities available. We are hiring
bartenders and servers Beginning pay is
$IOVhr -•. We offer paid holidays, mcak
flexible scheduling and I Kl I OOLFI
Apply in person 14675 Piedmonl VlM
Or Uaymarket, VA or call Robyn (inlTith
lor more inlormation (703) 753-5922

I

Double-wide trailer. 2 bedrooms. 2 baths.
8 miles from JMU on horse farm No
dogs Rent from Aug. thru May. $400/mo
includesutililtes. 234-9781 (540)421-5994

live this summer at the Beach and work
with relescope Pictures/Sunrays Studio in
OccanCity.MrWirginiaBeach.VA Earn
up to $10,000.00 Housing is Available.
I or more information visit our website and
APPLY ON-LINE www sunraysstudto
com or call I 724.322.1858. I
I M I I I I M

HIRS
RIXiL
IWNHOMI
I i |R
SUBLEASE:
IWO
downstairs BRs
available Rent starts in August and is
$275 plus utilities (~$70/mon) (all
Andrew at 757-570-0740 for details

0

I

OPPORII Mil

Graduating Senior Couple lo live in and
workatlocalbusiness Manmav have other
employment. Must have good computer,
sales, and telephone skills
May start
part time immediately (540) 433-1234

SUMMER
CAMP
COUNSELORS
I he Virginia Elks Youth Camp in Bath
County has male and female camp
counselor positions available. Located
along the Cowpasture River in Bath
County. VA. VEYC is a residential, nonprofit summer camp providing camping
opportunities lor deserv mg children ages
8-13 Founded in 1949 Member ot the
Amenian Camping Association Dales
of I mploymcnt Boys' Camp June 14
to July 8 . (iirls' Camp: July 8 to July 29

KEMEMBER,

CHILD
CARE,
BABYSM liv.
Port-time nanny needed for our I
haby. 10>25 hours a week, flexible
hours Near Staunton. 540-290-2212.
IOB IN SAI I S FOR (.K\D Sellmotivated outside salesperson wanted
lor local distributor
Must live in
ll.irmonhtirg area. Starting al $24K
w'potential to cam $75K
Send
resume/letter
Koanoke. VA

to

P

O.

Box

12726

24028 (540) 343-5756

Heavy Equipment Operator

FISH AKE FRIENDS

Training for employment Bulldoz-

Starting Pay $8.25/hr ■*■ Bonuses
No Certifications needed to apply!
TRAINING CLASSES
AVAILABLE NOWI _.
Certifications Include. Lifeguard. First Ald/CPR.
AED. Oxygon & Water Park Training

Currently Certified - Now Hiring!
- Bonus Incentives Up to S250 during Holidays/Peak Times
• Extra SSOrVveek for working 6 shifts
• Monthly Attendance (JunhAug)
• Employee Referrals S10O

LOVE, THE BREEZE

graders, scrapers,

(because, we know there are
plenty ol fish in the sea. but
we're glad you picked us)
K

nuMon
Tram in Virginia.
National Certification. Financial
assistance, job placement
assistance.

I-800-383-7364
Associated Training Services.
www.astn-schools.com

- JI

Competitive salary, room, and board E
O. K Contact: Camp Director. R62--WH9.
email- vaelkscamp'i/aol com. |M0) 8627981

LIFEGUARDS NBEJ>EJ>

1

NAGS
HI AD 4-MON1II Student
Summer Rentals, seahrec/crcaltv.com
(252)255-6328

SI M\1l R I MPI ON Ml Nl
available
at Dunmar Moving Svsieni-. - locations
in Richmond. Roanoke. and Norfolk
SMriing pay • $10.00 per hour and end
ot MM BONUSES awulable lor
qualified candidates
Join our team
loading and unloading trucks and asMNimu
in our warehouses Call 804.271.0500
or
email
Ihrewer'u dunmar.com

ers, backhocs. loaders, dump trucks.
LARGE
ON
IHDROOM
APARIMIM.
Cl0M
to campus.
good condition. AC. available 8/06.
No peu. $410. (540) 433-1569

TRAVEL

Think Summer.
Think Sublease.
Think Saving Money.
Think The Breeze.
CLASSIFIEDS.

-.

^*3-J^

E

RIGHT SERVICE. RIGHT PRICE.

meineke
car care center

HARRISONBURG ...1871 S. Main St

540-438-5858

iComero'Rt 11 Soum and Pleasant mi Bo bestfe Sheotzi

Brakes • Exhaust • Shocks
Struts ■ Oil Change ■ fires
Tire Balancing • Wheel Alignment
Maintenance • And Much More

90 Days Interest Free
Minimum Monthly
Payment Required

OPEN M0N - SAT 7:30 AM TO 6 PM

ALL STUDENTS
& FACULTY

OmCwjor'.wo.

Stop In or Call Today (540) 289-4939
Get application onlinc@www.massresortjobs.com

meineke
otrcamoutm

The Breeze 'PerSOJICllS Your future spouse is waiting.

WORK ON
THE BEACH
THIS SUMMER
Sunbeach Studio is conducting
a search lor 80-100
exceptional individuals to fill
highly sought after summer
positions in Ocean City, MD
Work with an elite crew ol
fellow college students
wno are motivated,
outgoing and tons of tun
•PAID INTERNSHIPS■ EXCEPTIONAL PAY (SSSI •
• TEAM ORIENTED •
• DISCOUNTED HOUSING ■
•EXPERIENCEOF A LIFETIMECall 1 800 523 2632.
apply online al
sunbeachsludio.com, or stop Oy

m

BS SUWY

GOOD HUMOR'
Rappel, play paintball, and learn water survival while developing your leadership skills.
Register for MSCI 100 or IS490 next semester.
For class registration and scholarship information, contact kiplinle@jmu.edu or 540-568-3633.
i

Sunbeach Studio
20916th Street
Ocean City, MD 21842
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DAYS TIL

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whfflen, MD M Catherine Siusher. MD Lous E Nelson III, MD
MfchaelJ Botticei'. MD Maribeth P. Loynee, MD
Sherry L. MongoW. FNP Catherine E Rittenhouee. FNP

GRADUATION!

Chuck Norris Double Punches on the Weekends
JAMES

fyjcHoNE

jewelry

Is giving away $100 Cash

Now Accepting Appointments
Local (540) 434-3831
Tol Free (800) 545-3348

Monday - Friday 8.30-5:00

South
Main St.
540-4344014

to one person wearing their T-Shirt

TODAY 4:0° P-m. on the QUAD
Don't have a T-Shirt. Visit us downtown at 75 Court Square next to Bank of America

*f*?_12V/

Chocolate Peanut
Batten
Waffle Cones .55 Extra
58 E. Wolfe St. £T 2425 S. Main St., Harrisonburg
Visit the greatest site in the world at.

www.thebreeze.org

Downtown:
540-434-6980

RcupberiNf

